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In a preceding paper (referred to as part I) we presented a theoretical study of the initial 
stages of the oxidation of the Si(111). Specifically, we discussed the structure of the 
molecular precursors and the stable products, using approximate molecular orbital calculations 
of the extended Hiickel type. In this contribution (part II) we propose pathways which 
lead from one oxygen chemisorption configuration to another. A scheme is constructed to 
account for the reaction sequence from the clean Si ( 111) surface to molecular 
precursors, through dissociated states and finally to Si04 units which are precursors for bulk
like Si02. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As pointed out in paper I,I(a) understanding the pro
cess of silicon oxidation would provide insight into the 
character of the Si/Si02 interface. In paper I we intro
duced the theoretical technique and discussed the molecu
lar precursor state. We identified the paul-para 1 

(b) and grif 
structure as the major stable precursor and the bridge 
structure as an unstable precursor which dissociates to give 
the ins-rest structure (the structural designations are de
fined in Fig. 1). In this paper we explore the reaction path
way of the silicon oxidation that eventually leads to the 
formation of Si04 units. In Sec. II we identify the most 
likely stable oxidized structures as a function of coverage. 
In Sec. III we show how Si04 units, which are necessary 
for building Si02, are generated on the SiC 111) surface. 

Before discussing the oxidation process we briefly in
troduce the structure of the reconstructed Si ( 111) surface 
and the unit cell used in our calculations. 

The structure of the 7 X 7 Si (111) reconstruction is 
described by the DAS (dimer adatom stacking fault) or 
Takayanagi model. 2-5 The reconstructed Si ( 111) surface 
contains the top layer Si atoms, so-called adatoms, second 
layer rest atoms (with dangling bonds which are not sat
urated by bonding to an adatom), comer holes, two dif
ferent stacking patterns and dimers. A full view of the 
reconstructed surface is given in paper I. Oxidation of this 
complex structure is not going to be simple. 

Theoretical calculations are also difficult since the unit 
cell of the stable 7 X 7 cell is very large. Goddard, Re
dondo, and McGill,6 Chen, Batra, and Brundle,7 Bhandia 
and Schwarz,8 and Ciraci, Ellialtioglu, and Erkoc9 used 
different simplified unit cells and came to different conclu
sions regarding the main oxygen species on the surface 
during Si ( 111) oxidation. 

We have performed extended HiickellO tight-bindingll 

slab calculations with weighted H i/s. 12 Five double layers 
were used and the unit cell was composed of a 2 X 2 ada-

tom model for the SiC 111) surface which includes a rest 
atom (see Fig. 2). At the bottom layer, hydrogen saturates 
the dangling bonds (Si-H: 1.48 A). In comparison to the 
real 7 X 7 unit cell we neglect the effect of the dimers, 
comer holes, and of the stacking fault. Although these, 
especially the stacking fault and comer holes, do play a 
significant role in the oxidation (see Refs. 13-15 and con
clusion), we think that the 2X2 unit cell is a fairly good 
representation for the reactive sites of the 7 X 7 unit cell, 
since the dangling bond bearing adatoms and rest atoms 
are the dominant sites for Si (111) surface chemistry. The 
parameters of the calculation are given in the Appendix. 

Figure 1 shows most of the Si-O configurations dis
cussed in this contribution. It can be seen that some in
volve molecular oxygen6,16-19 either attached to one Si 
atom or as a bridge between two Si atoms (peroxy bridge). 
Other geometries are derived from adsorbing atomic oxy
gen on top of top-layer Si atoms18,20-22 or inserting atomic 
oxygen into a bond between the adatom and a first layer 
silicon (adatom backbond).9,19,23-25 In the following they 
are referred to as clean, grif (for Griffith),26 paul (for 
Pauling) ,27 para (from parallel to the surface), trival (one 
oxygen is trivalent), bridge, ins (from inserted), ad, rest, 
ins-ad, ins-rest, ins-ad-rest, and si04. In the absence of a 
systematic nomenclature of adsorbate sites, these terms are 
at least descriptive. 

Further details (e.g., replacement of atoms due to in
sertion of an oxygen in the adatom backbond, 0-0 dis
tances, choice of parameters) are discussed in paper I. 

II. THE STABLE STRUCTURES 

In this section we want to identify the main stable 
configurations formed for low (e.g., 0.2 L 02) and medium 
(e.g., 2.5 L 02) O2 exposure (1 L=IO-6 Torrs). Higher 
exposures (> 10 L 02) will be considered in the next sec
tion. 
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FIG. 1. The Si-O configurations discussed in this contribution (solid 
circle: 0, open circle: Si). Sil is the adatom; Si9 is the rest atom. clean 
stands for the clean surface and an O2 molecule without any interactions 
with the surface. ins-ad-rest (the only structure not shown) consists of 
ins-ad and rest in one unit ceIl. For ad, also a bit of the Si arrangement 
close to the adatom is displayed. 

It is now generally accepted that at room temperature 
the chemisorption of O2 on Si surfaces is dissociative. Even 
at very low coverages oxygen breaks the Si(adatom)-Si 
backbonds to form Si-O-Si bridges (see ins, ins-ad, trival, 

FIG. 2. Top view of the 2X2 unit ceIl (shadowed area) used for our 
extended Huckel calculations. The numbering of the Si atoms is also 
indicated. The smaIl circles refer to the up position of the puckered hexa
gon. The two lattice vectors a and b of the overlayer structure are 3.84 A 
long. 

bridge-ins, ins-rest, and sio4 in Fig. 1) similar to Si02• It 
was already pointed out by Goddard, Redondo, and 
McGill6 that the driving force for this insertion process is 
probably a strong Si-O bond replacing a weakened 0-0 
bond on the surface. Most results indicate that at least one 
insertion takes place during stabilization. However, it is 
not clear what the structure of the most stable configura
tion is. 

By comparing experimental scanning tunnel micros
copy (STM) results13

,28 to extended Hiickel calculations, 
in previous work we were able to identify29 the stable and 

" .90minant Si-q c~n.figuration (dark sites in STM, stage 2) 
to be given by configuration ins-a,d and the bright sites in 
stage 2 as the ins structure. We will keep in mind that while 
these are liJ<.ely candidates, there must also be a reasonable 
reaction pathway from the precursors described in paper I 
to the two stable product configurations named above. 

In choosing configurations as candidates for molecular 
precursors we ask the following questions: 

(I) Does the de~sity of states (DOS) match with 
!he ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy 
(UPS) or STS spectra? 

(II) Does a reasonable pathway from the precursors 
exist? 

(III) Does the DOS match with x-ray photoemission 
spectroscopy (XPS) data? 

(IV) Are other criteria, such as overlap populations 
and charges, reasonable? 

(I) Figure 3 shows the oxygen and Si l (pz) DOS for 
the possible candidates. All the oxygen DOS's are within 
the energy range indicated by the two horizontal dashed 
lines and are therefore in agreement with the UPS spectra. 
Note, especially, that no DOS appears at 4 eV. This further 
supports the notion that the 4 eV peak derives exclusively 
from the precursor state, whereas the "7 eV peaks" have 
contributions from both the precursor and the stable prod
uct (see also paper I). This is also in agreement with cal
culations by Chen, Batra, and Brundle7 and by Ciraci, EI
lialtioglu, and Erkoc.9 They found that the main DOS for 
different dissociated states is at about 7 eV. 

Since all oxygen DOS curves are similar, we need an
other criterion to distinguish between these candidates, for 
instance, the Si l (pz) DOS. It is known from STM and STS 
data29 that the stable state reached after 0.2 L O2 has a bit 
more dark sites (50%-70%) than bright sites and from 
UPS that only a very small fraction of the rest atoms have 
reacted. At 2.5 L O2 exposure the surface is dominated by 
dark sites and the rest atom UPS peak begins to disappear. 
These observations suggest the ins, ad, ins-ad, ins-rest 
structures after the 0.2 L O2 exposure, and the ad, ins-ad, 
ins-ad-rest structures for the 2.5 L O2 exposure. 

(II) In the preceding section we identified the paul
para and grif structures as the best candidates for the main 
precursors and bridge as an intermediate to ins-rest. The 
stable states must be related via plausible pathways to these 
molecular precursors. Probable pathways from precursors 
to dissociated states are shown in structure 1. Bold names 
or arrows indicate favored configurations or pathways. 

J. Chern. Phys., Vol. 98, No.9, 1 May 1993 
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FIG. 3. DOS for the stable configurations. For the geometry see Fig. 1. The oxygen DOS is located mainly between 6 and 8 eV. The Si\(pz) DOS (4 
times magnified) accounts for the rest. The integration goes from 0% to 100% within each box. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the range of possible 
oxygen peaks judging from UPS data. 

Note that this diagram represents the state of the surface in 
stage 2 (oxygen is dissociated), room temperature, -0.2 L 
O2 exposure. 

Precursors 

Dissociated 
states 

dark sites in STM 

1 

As shown in structure 1, we exclude configuration ad, 
since there is no reasonable pathway from the precursors 
discussed to this configuration. For the same reason ins is 
an unlikely candidate; most reasonable pathways lead to 
ins-ad or ins-rest (see also paper I and Ref. 30). But on the 
actual 7 X 7 surface, ins can be important at adatoms next 
to corner holes, due to different pathways possible. 

In previous workl5 it was suggested that the stable 
state involves the insertion of two oxygens into the silicon 
backbonds (ins-ins, not shown in Fig. 1). Moreover, it was 
suggested that such a structure will appear dark in STM 
topographs of the unoccupied states of the sample. Our 
calculations on such a structure give a similar Si l (pz) DOS 
as for ins. The main difference is that the adatom is more 
positive, which shifts some of the occupied Si l DOS above 
the Fermi level. Therefore, ins-ins definitely would appear 
as a very bright site in STM images of unoccupied states 
and can be excluded as being responsible for the dominant 
dark sites at exposures greater than 1 L O2, The ins-ins 
configuration could, in principle, still playa role as a bright 
site at low coverages (0.2 L O2), However, the total energy 

of the ins-ins structure is more than 5 e V higher than for an 
ins-ad or ins-rest structure. 

For the bright sites, we have already identified the 
most promising candidate: the ins-rest structure. For the 
dark sites, we still have the ins-ad and ins-ad-rest structures 
to discuss. It is likely that ins-ad is the dark site at 0.2 L, 
whereas ins-ad-rest is the dark site at 2.5 L O2, In support 
of this, the rest atom dangling bond disappears on going 
from 0.2 to 2.5 L. 

Now we can understand what happens during the first 
10 min at room temperature in the STM images: The mo
lecular precursors paul-para and grif would dissociate. 
With respect to the dark sites no changes in the STM 
picture should be expected, since the product of dissocia
tion (ins-ad) would also appear dark in STM topographs. 
This was discussed already in a previous publication.29 For 
the bright sites, if the trival configurations dissociate to give 
ins-ad and ins-rest about 10% of the bright sites should 
turn dark to match the experimental results. So, at stage 2 
(0.2 L O2), we are left with a bit more of the dark sites 
(ins-ad) than bright sites (ins-rest). This matches the ex
perimental ratio for (dark sites): (all reacted sites) of 
50%_70%.31 

At medium high coverages (e.g., at a few L O2 expo
sure), structures such as ins-ad-rest should become increas
ingly more important and structures such as ins-ad or ins
rest will be strongly reduced. This will leave only a few 
adatom dangling bonds or bright sites. The dominant sites 
will now be dark (ins-ad-rest, ins-ad). This is what is found 
with STM. 13,29 Since the rest atom peak vanishes at higher 
coverages (S2 in UPS, see paper I), it is plausible that 
ins-ad-rest is the main product. 

At high coverages (> 10 L), sio4 should replace ins
ad-rest (see Sec. III below). This probably happens with a 
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FIG. 4. 0 (2s) DOS for ins-ad, ins-ad-rest, and sio4 compared to XPS 
data from Morgan et aL (Ref. 25). 

different and lower sticking coefficient, as already indicated 
by some experiments. 19,32 

(III) In the following we will test the above sugges
tions by comparing with further experimental results, such 
as the XPS data which monitor the position of the 0 (2s) 
levels. 25 

Figure 4 shows the 0 (2s) DOS for ins-ad, ins-ad-rest, 
si04, and the original experimental data points obtained 
from Fig. 11 in Ref. 25. Morgan et al. assumed that there 
is only a single peak within this XPS band. We suggest that 
this band may contain several peaks. Since the XPS spectra 
were obtained after 250 L O2, which is much more than a 
monolayer, we do not consider ins-rest anymore, but have 
included s(04 (see the next section). It can be seen that all 
of the peaks could fit under the broad experimental curve. 
Ciraci, Ellialtioglu, and Erkoc9 found the 0 (2s) peak for 
the ins-ad structure at exactly the same energy as we do. 

(IV) An examination of the total energie.s shows that 
all configurations have substantial binding energies, al
though the on-top position is preferred over the inserted 
position. 

Figure 5 shows clearly that in all configurations con
sidered the Si-O overlap population is smaller in the case 
of an inserted oxygen than for oxygen on top of a Si atom. 
It also shows that si04 has a much stronger Si1-Oon top 

bond. This is because in si04 the Si1 has moved far away 
from the silicon underneath it and can concentrate its pz 
orbital towards the oxygen on top of it. 

0.55.,-------------------, 
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0.45 

0.4 

.5 "" '5 "" .... .... 1 OIl OIl '" '" ... 
.~ 

~ ~ 
'" .~ .,;, 

'l' 
'" .5 

FIG. 5. Overlap population (OP) for all stable state configurations. Solid 
circle: mean of OP (Sil-Oins) and OP (Si3-Oins); open circle: OP (Si l-
Oontop or Si9-0ontop), for ins-ad-rest the mean value of OP (Sil-Oontop) 
and OP (Si9-0ontop) was taken. 

Figure 6 shows the charge transfer to the oxygen atoms 
for different configurations. The shadowed area in the mid
dle marks all silicon atoms directly bonded to one oxygen. 
Si atoms below this area are not bonded directly to an 
oxygen and Si atoms above this area are bonded to two or 
four (in the case of si04) oxygen atoms. As expected, the 
silicon atoms become more and more positive when 
bonded to more oxygen atoms. It is interesting to see that 
there is a difference between the effect of an inserted oxy
gen and of an oxygen on top. Obviously, the oxygen on top 
can more effectively obtain charge from the silicon, com
pared to the oxygen that is inserted (compare ins and ad 
for the adatom). One reason for this could be a better 
angular overlap. 
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FIG. 6. Charges at different atoms for the configurations marked; open 
circle: adatom; solid circle: Si3; triangle: rest atom. 
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To summarize, we propose that the reacted sites of 
stage 2 at, e.g., 0.2 L O2 exposure most likely consists of 
about 50% ins-rest and 50% ins-ad. Since we find a little 
more dark than bright sites in the STM images, ins-ad 
should dominate slightly over ins-rest. At medium cover
ages (2.5 L °2, only dark sites), ins-rest has to disappear. 
If all dangling bonds would be covered by oxygen, we 
would have 50% ins-ad and 50% ins-ad-rest, since the 
7 X 7 unit cell has 2 times more adatoms than rest atoms. 
But, in fact, at a 2.5 L O2 exposure we will have a oxygen 
coverage, at 300 K, of about 0.15 (Ref. 25) to 0.3 (Ref. 
32), which would indicate a dominance of ins-ad over ins
ad-rest. This would leave some of the rest atoms dangling 
bonds still intact. 

Finally, we should consider a structure (ins-ins-ins) 
which consists of three oxygen atoms inserted in the ada
tom backbonds. This structure looks like sio4 (see Fig. 1) 
without the top oxygen. We do believe that the ins-ins-ins 
structure cannot represent the main dark site for the fol
lowing reasons: 

(a) STS measurements29 of the main dark sites at 
stage 2 (0.2 L O2 and higher coverage) indicate 
that no significant DOS exists within a range of 
± 3 e V from E F. However, our calculations show 
a strong occupied Sil (pz) peak at 1 eV below EF • 

(b) We have identified paul-para and grif as the main 
stable precursors (last section). They are respon
sible for the dark sites in stage 1. After dissocia
tion, these configurations will lead to the structure 
ins-ad and not to ins-ins-ins. 

( c ) The main difference between ins-ins and ins-ins-ins 
is that for ins-ins-ins the adatom is moved up far 
enough to eliminate its interaction with the sili
cons in the next layer. Therefore, the Sil (pz) or
bital can establish a very strong and localized dan
gling bond at 1 eV. Compared to ins, the DOS at 
1 eV increases by a factor of 5. If one of the main 
reactions would be the conversion from ins to ins
ins-ins, the peak at leV should significantly in
crease in the UPS spectra. On the contrary, it is 
found to decrease. 

Although ins-ins-ins cannot represent the majority of the 
dark sites, it can account for these dark sites which result 
from the subsequent reaction of some bright sites. The 
most plausible pathway to ins-ins-ins is to insert an oxygen 
molecule in the remaining backbonds of ins. 

III. THE FORMATION OF Si04 UNITS 

We now consider what happens if we continue to ex
pose the Si(111) surface to more 02. At higher exposures 
(> 10 L O2 at 300 K or about I L O2 at 100 K) the 
sticking coefficient changes drastically19,25,32 and we expect 
the sio4 species to enter the reaction scheme and play an 
increasingly important role. Early measurements using gas 
volumetry already showed that the first adsorption process 

. 33,34 M is fast, followed by a slow sorptIOn process. any 
groups have assumed that configurations such as ad, ins, 
ins-ad, or ins-ad-rest would be sufficient to passivate the 

surface. We suggest that the real passivation may begin one 
step later-after formation of the Si04 units. 

Let us consider the sio4 structure in more detail. 

(a) First, as can be seen from Fig. 1, the sio4 structure 
is almost identical to the Si04 units in bulk Si02, 
which is the final product of oxidation. In Si02, 
the mean Si-O distance is 1. 61 A, the silicon is 
surrounded by an oxygen tetrahedron, and the Si
O-Si angle is 144°;35 the geometry of sio4 is almost 
the same. The only difference is that the Si-O-Si 
angle is 136° instead of 144°. In Fig. 1 the surface 
is not reconstructed (the adatom is moved up by 
almost 1 A) Therefore, the main driving force for 
reconstructing the (111) surface at the adatom 
site has vanished. By structuring the surface 
slightly and shifting the Si3,4,5 atoms 0.1 A side
ways, we would get an angle of 140°. Thus, it is 
easy to accomodate an Si04 unit without excess 
strain at the adatom site. 

(b) Since the process of insertion of an oxygen atom 
into an adatom backbond is a favorable event on 
the SiOU)-7X7 surface, it may appear easy to 
insert more than one oxygen atom at the same 
adatom site. Some authors have indeed sug
gested 15,25 inserting two oxygens to form ins-ins. 
This configuration, however, is unfavorable due to 
surface stress (see the discussion in the preceding 
section). However, by inserting three oxygens in 
the three adatom backbonds the stress is relieved 
and one recovers the threefold symmetry charac
terizing the adatom site. 

( c) As expected for a low stress structure, the binding 
energy is substantial for sio4. As compared to the 
clean surface plus two oxygen molecules, the sys
tem gains ~ 20 e V by forming sio4 (see also Fig. 
7). Compared to one of the stable states (ins-ad, 

_ which would be the precursor for sio4) plus one 
oxygen molecule, the predicted gain in energy is 
very large, ~ 10 eV (Fig. 7). 

(d) The reaction pathway leading to sio4 is rather ob
vious. Since it is unfavorable to have two oxygens 
inserted in the adatom backbonds (see last sec
tion), we have to insert two oxygen atoms at the 
same time. Starting from ins-ad, we can insert two 
oxygen atoms from a single oxygen molecule si
multaneously in the remaining two adatom back
bonds, by dissociating the oxygen molecule. 

(e) The ° (2p) DOS is peaked 6 to 7 eV, similar to all 
other stable configurations displayed in Fig. 1. 
The ° (2s) DOS spectrum is shown in Fig. 4 and 
is consistent with experimental XPS results.25 

(f) The overlap populations for both the Si-Oins and 
Si-Oontop bond increase significantly when fo~~g 
sio4 (see Fig. 5); this is one reason for the stabIlIty 
of this Si04 unit. 

All results discussed above favor the formation of sio4. 
However, expect the insertion of the oxygen molecule si
multaneously in the two remaining adatom backbonds to 
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FIG. 7. The oxidation of SiC Ill): Initial stages, summary (for precursor 
states see part I of this contribution). 

have a kinetic barrier. It will also be more difficult for an 
oxygen molecule to find the correct geometrical position 
for this reaction, compared, for instance, to the formation 
of the paul configuration. In the former case, especially the 
oxygen atom on top of the Si is expected to repel the in
coming oxygen molecule. This will lead to a decrease of the 
sticking coefficient. Since experimental results show a dras
tically smaller sticking coefficient at exposures higher than 
about 10 L at 300 K, or 1 L at 100 K, we expect sio4 to 
begin to form at these exposures. This is reasonable, since 
this exposure corresponds to half a monolayer (following 
Refs. 19 and 25) or to one monlayer (following Ref. 32). 
These coverages would correspond to two or four oxygen 
atoms per 2X2 unit cell. We expect Si04 to form at three 
oxygens per 2 X 2 unit cell (this is the amount needed to 
form the ins-ad-rest structure). 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In summary, we suggest that the initial stages of the 
oxidation of Si ( 111) roughly follow the scheme shown in 
Fig. 7. 

The energies shown reflect the binding energies with 
respect to the clean surface. The thickness of the connect
ing lines indicates the relative importance of the specific 
reaction pathway. 

TABLE I. Summary of the extended-Huckel parameters used in this 
contribution. The (a) Hi; values for oxygen are used for all Si-O config
urations. In addition, we have used the (b) Hi; values for all configura
tions that do not contain molecrtlar oxygen. 

Atom Orbital (a) Hi; (eV) (b) H;; (eV) ~I 

0 2s -30.0 -32.3 2.275 
2p -13.6 -14.8 2.275 

Si 3s -17.3 1.383 
3p -9.2 1.383 

H Is -13.6 1.300 

These results were obtained using a 2 X 2 unit cell 
which includes adatoms and rest atoms. We should re
member that the 7 X 7 unit cell includes other structural 
features, such as the stacking fault and corner holes. These 
may have an influence on the oxidation chemistry of 
Si(1ll). For example, it has been shown that the faulted 
half of the 7 X 7 unit cell has a higher overall electron 
density,36 and is the site of preferred oxygen attack. 13

,IS 

The detailed role of these geometrical features remains to 
be studied in larger scale calculations. 
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APPENDIX 

Table I gives the extended Huckel parameters used. 
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